
The Fairy Tale Times are  

pleased to report that the  

elusive sheep thief has  

been caught. For weeks,  

sheep have been mysteriously  

vanishing from the Giles’  

farm. Police tried surrounding  

the entire field one night  

but sheep still went missing.

Finally, Detective T Bell found the answer. She  

discovered that Mr B B Wolf had developed a  

complex network of underground tunnels. He  

was then able to snatch the sheep through holes  

disguised as mole hills.

After making this discovery, Bell immediately  

arrested Wolf. Since his arrest, Wolf has refused  

to speak to our reporters. 

Thanks to the hard work of Detective Bell, our  

sheep are safe once more.

Sheep Thief Behind Bars Quick Questions

1. Why do you think that the police tried 

FHEEBHA7<A:�G;8�J;B?8�Ŝ8?7� 

  

 

2. What do you think will happen to the sheep 

now? 

  

 

3. Describe the character of Mr B B Wolf. 

  

 

4. Why do you think that the author has included 

G;8�ŜEFG�C4E4:E4C;� 
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The Fairy Tale Times are  

pleased to report that the  

elusive sheep thief has  

been caught. For weeks,  

sheep have been mysteriously  

vanishing from the Giles’  

farm. Police tried surrounding  

the entire field one night  

but sheep still went missing.

Finally, Detective T Bell found the answer. She  

discovered that Mr B B Wolf had developed a  

complex network of underground tunnels. He  

was then able to snatch the sheep through holes  

disguised as mole hills.

After making this discovery, Bell immediately  

arrested Wolf. Since his arrest, Wolf has refused  

to speak to our reporters. 

Thanks to the hard work of Detective Bell, our  

sheep are safe once more.

Sheep Thief Behind Bars Quick Questions

1. Why do you think that the police tried 

FHEEBHA7<A:�G;8�J;B?8�Ŝ8?7� 
Accept any sensible answer, such as: I think 

G;4G�G;8L�GE<87�GB�FHEEBHA7�G;8�J;B?8�Ŝ8?7�FB�
that they could see every side and catch the 

person who was coming to steal the sheep.

2. What do you think will happen to the sheep 

now? 

Accept any sensible prediction, such as: I think 

G;4G�G;8L�J<??�58�;4CCL�4A7�F498�<A�G;8�Ŝ8?7�
now that they’re not being caught by the wolf.

3. Describe the character of Mr B B Wolf. 

Accept any sensible answer, such as: Mr 

B B Wolf is clever because he managed to 

build complex tunnels underground. 

4. Why do you think that the author has included 

G;8�ŜEFG�C4E4:E4C;� 
Accept any sensible answer, such as: I 

G;<A>�G;4G�G;8�4HG;BE�;4F�<A6?H787�G;8�ŜEFG�
paragraph as an introduction for anyone who 

hasn’t heard about the disappearing sheep.
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